How to anticipate near future world .
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Why do Who What by How at Where and When ?.
Future is a history that"Why
?.Then behavior
of person is functional of their ideoogy and of exterior world enviroment
enviroment(automata).
[１]:Outline
]:Outline of the Anticipating Method
Method..
Considering both internal idelogy and external enviroment decides future action.
Why do Who What by How at Where and When ?.
⑴Why
Who
The world ruler who has been conserving world hegemony
⑵Who
Who＝The
Why
The Eugenics by hereditary families(UK imperial and Rockefeller USA,..)
⑶Why
Why＝The
How to do What
⑷How
survival struggles as capitalism competition and as wars by conspiracies
＝survival
drived by limitless desires.
Where and When ?＝EU&USA
EU&USA and the world since 19C to 2012,2015,
⑸Where
2012,2015,＜2050!!!!!
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[２]:
]:
INTERNAL IDEOLOGY and EXTERNAL WORLD ENVIROMENT
]:INTERNAL
ENVIROMENT..
Chap2 is devoted to survey what elements would determine history and action of
the world state
person.Those are ruler with Internal Ideology & external enviroment(the
state).
ruler(Bilderberger and operation EndGame)
⑴ruler(Bilderberger
⒜Bilderberg Group are hereditary familes of nobility and ultra-wealthy.
UK imperial and Rockefeller familiy with international rightists are dominant .
One of kernel is CIA-military industry complex the NAZIS reincarnated in USA.
D.D.Eisenhower
＊D.D.Eisenhower
D.D.Eisenhower(warning on military industry complex in1961)；

We face a hostile ideology global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose, and
insiduous [insidious] in method. ..
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/dwightdeisenhowerfarewell.html
Operation EndGame.
⒝Operation

For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites”
to live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker
ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME
ENDGAME.
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
⑵Ideology(the limitless desire with hatered against people)
CIA-military industry complex
Eugenics with Violence(from conspiracy to false flag war＝CIA-military
complex).
People and nation are those who should be exploited by nobility.
People are devidened to those who rule and who are ruled.
＊Revolution is more terrible than defeating war !
(F.Konoe Japan Emperor family).
http://tamutamu2011.kuronowish.com/konoejyousoubunn.htm
No word could be decisive,but this one that reveals fear mind of ruler.Japan monarchy
regime was established by UK operating revolution(1968).
http://www.777true.net/JapanUK.pdf
＊In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return as a deadly virus, in order to

contribute something to solve overpopulation. .........Prince Philpp(UK imperial).
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html
Three Articles For Mass-Distribution: Rockefeller Depopulation Plans Exposed
＊Three
Exposed..
http://www.infowars.com/three-articles-for-mass-distribution-rockefeller-depopulation-plansexposed/

toward operation EndGame.
⑶the world state of now
now＝toward
Climate Collapse to hell of mass-extinction
,if without emergent counter measure.
⒜Climate
mass-extinction,if
Unless drastic and emergent global counter measure until 2015,we would be in hell to total
extinction by fireball earth 2040~2050.Coming era would be in famine with wild climate.
http://www.777true.net/Accusing-Silence-in-Political-Debate-on-the-Climate-Crisis-havingbecome-visible-for-everyone.pdf
http://www.777true.net/From-the-Point-of-No-Return-to-the-Final-Catastrophe-Point.pdf
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
Economy Collapse to deviden people more rich(survive) and more poor(not...).
⒝Economy
debts,
The unprecedental economy growth caused unprecedental bonds
bonds＝debts,
debts,which
has been driving global economy collapse to deviden people rich and poor.Now most of
people's main concern is job for saving today's life and forced to neglect fatal climate reality.
http://www.777true.net/THE-ECONOMY-NEVER-WILL-RECOVER-AGAIN.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Zero-Sum-Theorem.pdf
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/12/26/say-goodbye-to-the-good-life/
False flag wars toward Harmagedon in the Middle East by USA-UK-France.
⒞False
MIlitary Industry Complex Nations has been conspiring false flag wars to establish
world order for their hegemony,which is simuletaneously feint to hide deadly climate reality.
Note their kernel ideology is hidden belief on violence(fake-conspiracy to war).
http://www.777true.net/Deep-insight-on-the-real-cause-of-war-between-Iran-and-Israel..pdf
http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-isEUROPE-USA.pdf

]:Anticipating near future world.
[３]:
]:
The dominant cause of ruling future world is climate wild change.
⑴<[[２]:
]:⑶⒜>The
If without emergent(～2015)global counter measure(revolution!),this is your cursed future!!.
Hidden deadly climate would turn the world hell of coming famine and wild climate disasters
doomsday
for about desperate 30 years long
long.The last stage is fireball earth(doomsday
doomsday) by Arctic
Methane Catastrophe. A fact is far terrible than any SF novels.

".
⒜"Current trend predicts doomsday before 2050
2050".
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/global-extinction-within-one-human.html

⒝"Arctic Scientist told a possibility of decadal scale
scale"").
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/vast-methane-plumes-seen-in-arctic-ocean-assea-ice-retreats-6276278.html

"I am concerned about this process,I am really concerned. But no-one can tell the timescal
e of catastrophic releases. There is a probability of future massive releases might occur wit
hin the decadal scale
scale, but to be more accurate about how high that probability is, we just d
on't know," Dr Shakova said.
2040
2043
⒞"Jucelino Nobrega da Luz's future prediction(
prediction(2040
2040～2043
2043))"
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/english/index.htm.................................................

The enviromental proble that await future generations must be resolved now,or life on
this planet will be extincted in 2043..........and our ,planet can "Ｆry" untill 2040...

Establsihed Media and educational institurion never confess the deadly facts
⑵Establsihed
facts.
People are used to make mind decision for their action by various infromation belived true.
Conclusionally to tell,they have been fataly worng in strong delusional world.A wrong doing
is to encouter something catastrophe at last.Those information has been ruled by the elite
commercial mass media in most of nations.Also educational institution never teach
student the deadly facts.They have known deadly fact of the Climate Collapse,however
they never correct.Why not ?.The correct answer is global revoultion turning the current
regime. Maybe their status has been conserved by according to authority the rulers.
⑶Global economy collapse is a "FEINT" for hiding deadly climate one.
Bussines world had been addiction of seeking benefit due to limitless desire.
Now they have become more nervous on conserving own business by global
economy collapse in the international capitalism regime ruled by few wealthy.
Certainly all of incoming for peple and government is dominated by industry.And also it is
the industry regime with huge oil consumption that has been supplying extravagant life of
most of people in the world.At now narcotims the prosperous material civilization given by
capitalism with huge oil consumption seems to be difficult for their liberation from the
After all,they have been conserving current regime which would invite the
addiction.After
hell mentioned before,even though the regime had begun to collapse.
collapse.After Lehmann
bankrapcy in USA 2008, the gorgeous party of capitalism had turned to survival game
where rich become more rich,while poor become more poor. In their behind,the will of ruler
has been strongly infulencing over them.Economy collapse has important role to be feint
for hiding climate one.Sovereign financial crisis with auterity policy caused overwhelming

resitance of innocent conservative people in EU.Now about 1/6 American live by foodstamp.As for them,only job(economy) is decisive,but climate is out of their concerns(??).
However none could blame them.Now they seem not to have any idea to turn the upside
down world running away to hell in the circumstance of massive synchronous paralyzing in
recoginition on the fatal reality of coming hell.
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/12/26/say-goodbye-to-the-good-life/
⑷Nothing could be more effective feint for hiding abstract climate collapse than

facing concrete war crisis
crisis.."Revolution is more terrible than defeating war".
Elites will not admit their fatal error causing this earth hell not before long.
But they had made a descision that the crisis should be turned to be chance to make
supreme survival struggling(opertion EndGame)
EndGame).Author-himself could not judge yes or
no on possibility of surviving under the fireball earth.However it is certain that they have
been accelating climate and economy the W collapse,which also would cause severe
livelihood in many nations and disputes to regional wars by false flag .The last stage
would be so called Harmagedon the final war
war.Nothing could be more effective feint for
hiding abstract climate collapse than a facing concrete war crisis.
Following are actual example of the hiding climate fact by EXXON MOBIL(Rockefeller).
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pd
⑸prediction by current conservative trend in 2012.
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[4]:How to turn the upside down deadly world ?!!!
people fighting a-Satans by a global regeme to co-live

Arctic Cooling geoengineering

less than 20% carbon fuel

Climate Collapse
toward extinction hell of famine
and disasters
:Required Global Projects with Technology and Regime .
Ⅰ:Required
⑴Arctic Cooling geoengineering by 2015(the most emergent task at now !!! ).
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.ameg.me/
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/arctic-methane-alarm.html
⑵less than 20% carbon fuel consumption(the most hated task at now !!! ).
⒜Carbon Fuels:
http://www.examiner.com/article/barack-obama-s-80-carbon-reduction-goal
http://www.decc.gov.uk/assets/decc/11/tackling-climate-change/carbon-plan/3751-carbonplan-executive-summary-dec-2011.pdf

Chapter 4 Reaching the 2050 target of -80% <this i s stupidly too late !!!>
<http://www.roadmap2050.eu/attachments/files/Volume1_fullreport_PressPack.pdf
Even by Ideal zero emisson, 0.3
0.3℃ could rise in about 30 years
years<by author>
http://www.777true.net/EGT5.pdf
0.1℃/4 years rise would cause climate more wild to be visible for everyone..
⒝Non-Carbon Fuels:<there are many possible technologies>
http://www.777true.net/Water-Electrolysis-by-Charge-Density-Wave-could-Create-Energy.pdf

In order to accomplish less than 20％ of carbon fuel,it is decisive to developp alternative
new energy
energy. Which would be possible with high probability(author's observation).
⑶ocean surface cooling is very effective,but the engineering scale is outrageous.
Global warming's actuality is ocean surface temperature rise which cause wild climate.
massive carbon sink by desert forestization(operation Global Greenization)
⑷massive
⑸insolation intefering by pseudo-cloud geoengineering,but with hazardouse reaction.
⑹other methods

Ⅱ:Establishing Required Global Politico-Econo Regime toward an Aim.
Theme of this chapter is decisive to trigger the salvation.At first we must establish a regime
to vanish livelihood unstablity and war breaking out possibiity in nations people for the
purpose to concentrate our possible full power against fatal climate collapse. Then the
key word may be that it is best that people scarcely could save foods.In other word,coming
era would become difficult for people to save even foods.
Global Declaration on the EMERGENCY!!!
⑴Global
EMERGENCY!!!{Arctic Methane & Carbon Reduction}
[4]:Ⅰ::⑴⑵.
Global Regime Change for the the EMERGENCY!!!.
⑵Global
http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf
http://www.777true.net/GLOBAL-DECLARATION-WAR-on-CARBON-with-Geo_Engineering_Part_D.pdf

⑶Not only leaders,but also people must take responsibility for own future.
⒜It is the most author's question why could global leaders be silent on the deadly climate
facts.(They never also refer the fatal truth in finance "Bonds sum＝Debts sum".That is,it is
facts
being rich who causes poor.Or rich must pay more tax.This is a top secret of plutocracy).
Because as time goes on,the decisive fact could not be hiddenby by anyhwow !!!.
At that time,what would they take their fatal responsibility ???.
Possible option for them may be two.
Yes:taking responsibility to be punished by someway.
No: killing accusing people by someway(operation EndGame).
⒝ Therefore both young presidents of GDP No1 and No2 nations Barack Obama and
CPC General secretary Xi Jinping must agree on the fatal climate fact to act right now ！！ .
Not before long,global climate with famine would have become more wild,which
never could be hidden by anyhow !!!.
Even though they have known it wrong,people do wrong when many others do
⒞Even
same wrong by mass synchronized paralyzing
paralyzing..
World political,journal bussiness,..... leaders may have known the fatal realities due to their
expert advisers, however it is too incovinient to conserve favorable own status quo,then
leaders used to look each other leader's face pretending not known. Then they are to do
wrong contineously.Those situation could be accomplished by method of reducing
sensitivity in alergy clinique
clinique.. At first,they do bit wrong neglegible,and then conspirer is to
force them gradually do less bit wrong. Someday,they are to have done considerable wrong.
In this sense,they could be told innocent,because they were trapped by a conspiracy. But
the actuality becomes fatal guilty if they would not correct !!!.

APPENDIX:The Rational Method(
Causality Low and Function,Automaton).
Method(Causality
Non Contradictioness and Causality Low.
⑴Non
In our material world,a happenable event B by a cause A is unique.You never see
Non Contradictioness
simuletaneous W images of event B and event non B(≡ ┓B)<Non
Contradictioness>.
cause

result

A → B:cause "A" always causing unique result "B"

"A"

"B"

is called Causality Low
Low.It's the very foudation of
scinece.

Examples
*spear breakes through shiled.<don't break through shield>
*draught(without water)causes plants die.<don't cause plant die>
*debt without incoming causes bankrapcy. <don't cause bankrapcy>
*automatic vender outputs goods assigned by buyer and by sufficient fee input.
*a lie is typical of contradictioness.
A past history(event)is unique and only,also a future one is unique and only.
As for causalitical event B,both claiming "B" and that of "not B" never simuletaneously
true.Either of those is true and the other are false.
Function
unique desigination of input causes output as unique result.
⑵Function
Function：unique
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Function_(mathematics)
⒜complete causality＝one to one mapping

set of cause

between causes and results

y s d q

set of result
Y S D Q

cause＝{y,s,d,q,j,l,c,w,g,v,k,a}

j l c w

W

C L

J

G

V K

A

g v k a
result＝{Y,S,D,Q,J,L,C,W,G,V,K,A}

⒝cause＝input variables's value determine unique the result by function＝output's value
example-1)f(x,y)≡x＋y
x, input
y

function
f(x,y)

⒞function in general.
y＝f(x)

output

z＝f(x,y)

example-2)f(x,y)≡x×y

example-3)f(x)≡x×x×x×x×x≡x5.

Definiton of function: y＝f(x1,x2,x3,,....,xN).
It is being a deteministic mechanism which determin unique

y

output value＝y by desiginating input variables(x1,x2,x3,,....,xN).
Calculable is not importan,but that a cause can determine
x

unique result is decisive<Causality Low>.

⒟synthesized function.y＝h(X,Y)＝h(f(x),g(x)).
X＝f(x),Y＝g(x).
non causalitical event is probabilitical event(this is important in practice).
⑶non
The most typical example of non-causalitical event is dise throwing,for which
none could fortell accurate result,but do each probality of possible events＝1/6.
A stock price＝y in past day＝x could be derermined unique,but y of future x is uncertain.It
could be told probabilitical function
function.
possible outcome set＝{y1±dy,y2±dy,y3±dy,y4±dy,......,yN±dy}.2dy is uncertainty.
probablity＝{p1,p2,p3,p4,......,pN}；1＝p1＋p2＋p3＋p4＋,......＋pN.
y＝Ř(x)
probabilitical

smooth moving function is more

function

preditable,while,noisy random moving
higher p

function is less predictable.

lower p
x
Why those could be probabilitical ???.
⒜Why
As for us human(not God),we never can get complete information on cause
cause,
of which uncertainty lead to uncertain results.
⒝*this term could be jumped at first reading.
time dependent phenomena in micro-scopic(qunatum physics)world is essentially
probabilitical.This is official view of physical society of the world.As the
general chemical process including bio one are stochastic
consequnece,general
stochastic. Also
weather dynamics is essentilly stochastic due to molecular collision in fluid.
chaos"
Therefore the long term prediction become difficult to due to so called "chaos"
chaos".
The essential cause of becoming probabilitical is due to so called mathematical singularity
1/0＝∞(infinity is non-deterministic being)in quantum process.
*Let imagine z＝1/N,where N is 1,2,3,.....infinity.then z＝0.If not so,0＜minimum z＝1/N’,
However z'＝1/(N’+1)<1/N’＝minimum z.This is contradiction.So real number z must be 0*.
On the other hand,z＝1/N,while N is indefinte,so real number zero must be also indefinite
indefinite.
So 0* can be told nothing and simuletaneously not nothing(contradictional being !!!).

⒞Our possible decision is opting highest probability event.
⒟Telling for human affairs,those could be causalitical by information gathering.
Future human history could be predicted by appropriate information collection.

Automata
⑷Automata
Automata：
Basics of Automata Theory
Theory<this is rather difficult for amateures>
http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~eroberts/courses/soco/projects/2004-05/automatatheory/basics.html
Automata is elementary defined as pseudo input-output functional machine with
{input≡I(t),output≡O(t)＝O(I(t),M(t)),internal state≡M(t)＝M(I(t),M(t-δ)}.
where internal state M(t) is similar to memory which is determined by input and the previous
memory in past＝M(t-δ).Computer is typical such machine.Human is also automata,
fuzzy
however the process is rather probabilitical(fuzzy
fuzzy),but not complete deterministic
(however nearly deterministic).

internal world
M(t)
(memory)＝M(t)
(memory)
EXTERIOR WORLD
(time dependent being)
I(t)
input＝I(t)
input

strategy calculater
think
(think
think)

O(I(t),M(t))
output(action) O(t)
O(t)＝O(I(t),M(t))
output
In words,output
output(future action)is determied by input
input(external world enviroment) and
memory(internal ideology,instinct).This conclusion is nothing but common sense.
memory
Therefore,people who wish prediction must survey internal ideology of targets,
and the world enviroment.Therefore it is also evident that the wrong world by wrong idelogy
must hastely correct their ideology to righteous one.

